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Abstract 
This research work aims at modelling a framework for Private Cloud infra-
structure Deployment for Information and Communication Technology 
Centres (ICTs) in tertiary institutions in Nigeria. Recent researches have in-
dicated that cloud computing will become the mainstream in computing 
technology and very effective for businesses. All Tertiary Institutions have 
ICT units, and are generally charged with the responsibilities of deploying 
ICT infrastructure and services for administration, teaching, research and 
learning in higher institution at large. The Structured System Analysis and 
Design Methodology (SSADM) is used in this research and a six-step frame-
work for a cost effective and scalable Private cloud infrastructure using server 
virtualization is presented as an alternative that can guarantee total and inde-
pendent control of data flow in the institutions, while ensuring adequate se-
curity of vital information. 
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1. Introduction 

The national policy on Information Technology Federal Republic of Nigeria 
(2004) envisaged the integration of Information and Communication Technol-
ogy (ICT) at all levels of educational institutions. This was to play a leading role 
in the actualization of the goals of education as stated in the national policy on 
education. The goals include the contribution to national development through 
high manpower training, development of individual intellectual capability in 
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order to understand their immediate environment, provision of opportunities 
for the acquisition of physical and intellectual skills for individuals to be 
self-reliant and useful members of the society to which they belong, etc. The 
Policy on ICT identified ICT as the bedrock of national survival and develop-
ment in a rapidly changing global environment. ICT is an umbrella term that in-
cludes communication devises or application (radio, television, cellular phone, 
Computer hardware/Software, networking, and satellite system) and services 
associated with them. In addition, ICT is a term used to denote a wide range of 
services, application and technologies using various types of equipment and 
software running over telecommunication networks [1]. 

Cloud computing is a construct that allows you to access applications that ac-
tually reside at a location other than your computer or other internet connected 
devices, most often this may be a distant data centre [2]. There are many benefits 
to this. Prior to this time, the practice was for the Analyst who wants to install 
Microsoft Word, to purchase it, and would run around with the CD or DVD and 
installed it in all the computers in the organization/institution or he would setup 
the software distribution server to automatically install the application in the 
other systems. More so, every time Microsoft issues a Service Pack, the analyst 
would go round to install same or setup his software distribution server to dis-
tribute it [2]. Today Cloud technology is a proven delivery model, with a grow-
ing number of enterprises realizing impressive agility and efficiency benefits. 
There is an increasing perceived vision that cloud computing will make com-
puting the fifth utility after water, electricity, gas, and telephone that will provide 
the basic level of computing services considered essential for fulfilling daily life 
routines [3]. In addition, as a growing technology, the trend is for organizations 
to extend cloud deployment to even more flexible private, hybrid and public 
cloud models that promise exciting ways to expand the scope of value added 
business services. Why Private Cloud? Awosan, (2014) [4] pointed out in his re-
search several factors militating against public cloud computing in Nigeria. A 
private cloud offers the key advantages of Speed, agility, and efficiency while 
maintaining control of sensitive workloads [5]. Also according to Intel’s, Private 
Cloud enables IT to be more responsive to business and to work more effectively 
with its constituencies. Private Cloud is referred to as internal cloud, which is 
exclusive to the internal use of an organization itself or managed by a third party 
[6]. Server virtualization is an IT modernization catalyst that will change how IT 
is acquired, consumed, managed, sourced and paid for [2]. Virtualization can 
apply to applications, servers, storage, and networks and is the single, most ef-
fective way to reduce IT expenses while boosting efficiency and agility for all size 
of businesses.  

Aim and Objectives 

The major objective of this research work is to model a conceptual framework 
for the deployment of a Private Cloud Infrastructure in the ICT centres of Terti-
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ary Institutions in Nigeria. 

2. Related Works 

In the study “A Phase Approach for Adopting Private Clouds as a Collaborative 
Platform for Nigerian Universities” by [7]. The study proposed a strategy for the 
adoption of Private Cloud model that will serve as a platform for collaboration 
among the Universities in Nigeria. While affirming that the dedicated nature of 
Private cloud would resolve the technical challenges with the public cloud, pro-
posed a private cloud computing platform that has five layers namely Applica-
tion, Software environment, Software Infrastructure, Software Kernel, and 
Hardware. This work dwelt more on the collaborative approach by Universities 
to deploying Private Cloud model. 

In the research Cloud Computing Framework for Ethiopian Higher Education 
Institutions proposed the implementation of a central hybrid cloud computing 
infrastructure that combines both the current local infrastructure of the univer-
sities as the private cloud and public cloud to enable the sharing of educational 
resources and collaboration within all universities in Ethiopia and the global 
educational community, so that Ethiopian higher institutions can enjoy the 
benefits of ICT in an efficient and affordable way [8]. The research further states 
that by deploying the proposed hybrid cloud model, the risks of privacy and 
other security challenges can be avoided as critical and sensitive data will be 
housed in a private cloud. 

In the study Cloud Computing Adoption Model for Universities to Increase 
ICT Proficiency by [3], the study affirms that cloud adoption and usage has 
come to stay. In addition the study also concurs that the University ICT depart-
ment (IT department) oversees the deployment, running and maintenance of all 
IT programs and projects. Therefore, to get the best of the cloud technology 
paradigm, the article proposes a cloud computing adoption model, which con-
sists of the following: Strategic guidelines to overcome security and privacy con-
cerns, Strategic guidelines to overcome reliability concerns of the Cloud Service 
Providers, and a roadmap for the successful adoption of cloud computing. This 
roadmap has seven stages namely planning, choosing the right deployment 
model, choosing the most suitable service models, vendor selection, negotiating 
the SLA, migration, and integration. The study adopted the hybrid deployment 
model as the cloud deployment model of choice for Universities. 

These researchers all agreed that Private Cloud infrastructure would give the 
Universities control and resolve the technical challenges with public cloud. 
However the works did not discuss the role of the ICT centres as key player in 
actualizing the task being the particular unit that would manage and maintain 
such infrastructure in the campuses. 

3. Research Methodology 

This work follows the Structured System Analysis and Design Methodology 
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(SSADM) because it offers a systematic sequence of breaking / decoupling a 
complex system into simpler parts such that a solution can be proffered sequen-
tially. Cloud Computing is a very complex system, and proposing a Private 
Cloud Infrastructure is even more complex system. Therefore, using SSADM the 
components namely Problem Identification, Feasibility Study, System Analysis, 
Design, Implementation and testing were followed. In addition, Prototyping as a 
methodology was also employed in this study. 

3.1. System Analysis 

All higher institutions have ICT units located within a structure called ICT cen-
tre. It’s a requirement of both NUC and NAPTEB for accreditation of Tertiary 
institutions in Nigeria. Previous researches show that ICT units/departments are 
fully responsible for the procurement and deployment of solutions in the institu-
tions. They also oversee the running and maintenance of the both the hardware 
and software computing needs of the entire campus community. Cloud Com-
puting has been widely adopted by these institutions as shown in recent study, 
implying that many of these ICTs already have running, some form of cloud ser-
vices.  

The ICTs have routine services they offer at particular times of each academic 
sessions, example is the Admission Processes. This exercise takes so much re-
source of the ICTs more than any other exercise, even with the cloud subscrip-
tions it is still a big issue. There are so much bottle necks in admission processes 
that in some institutions, students don’t receive admission letters till 3rd or 4th year. 

The ICTs and Cloud Services  
Most institutions have Cloud subscription running. Recent studies show that 
these Cloud services are Public Cloud deployment models. Despite the emphasis 
to ensure that the right deployment and most suitable service delivery models 
along with reputable cloud service providers are chosen for a safe and reliable 
cloud, it is only natural that sometimes in some cases a lot of times failures will 
occur; hence, using the multi-cloud strategy is a better and more reliable way to 
handle failures. However, due to cost this is very rarely adopted because ICTs of 
most institutions could barely pay for their bandwidth subscription and are also 
grappling to pay for their existing Cloud subscription. Availability of services 
when it is needed is key to cloud adoption for most of the institutions until the 
issue of security became serious concern. 

The Cloud service models range from Software as a Service (SaaS) to Platform 
as a Service (PaaS), which don’t give any privilege of control over the institutions 
data. In some cases, this is even given out to contractors. Many of the Web Por-
tals are designed and built and managed by contractors on behalf of the ICTs. In 
most cases, once there is change of management in the institution or disagree-
ment with the contractor, it marks the end of that project. 

Presently, most ICT centres under review have fairly good server rooms, 
housing some powerful servers which run most of the time at less than 25% of its 
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capacity. There is so much waste of computing resources and power experienced 
on daily basis.  

3.2. Proposed New System 

This research proposes a scalable private cloud infrastructure that can enable 
tertiary institutions take full control of their data. This will among other things 
give the ICTs control over the institutions data, maximise server utilization, re-
duce complexity and ultimately decrease cost of ownership. 

By combining the flexibility and reliability of server virtualization with the 
ease of management and provisioning of cloud computing, private cloud makes 
it much simpler for businesses to take advantage of enterprise applications in 
environments that are perfectly optimized for these critical services. And busi-
nesses today are embracing private cloud to a very high degree. Looking at the 
data from the recent 2015 survey on cloud computing and comparing it to that 
of 2013 survey, adoption of private cloud has more than doubled over the last 
two years, with over 70% of organizations having adopted it in some form [9] 
The architecture of an Onsite Private Cloud Infrastructure is shown in Figure 1. 

3.3. Framework for a Smooth Adoption and Deployment  
of a Private Cloud in ICTs 

A study by [3] have proposed a seven stage roadmap for the successful adoption 
of cloud in Nigerian Universities, mainly public cloud as discussed earlier. The 
roadmap the study proposed include; planning, choosing the right deployment 
model, choosing the most suitable service models, vendor selection, negotiating 
the SLA, migration, and integration.  

Furthermore, some cloud architects have suggested different frameworks to-
wards private Cloud deployment. In his work, Bob (2012), [10] proposed a ten 
stage approach. This research proposes a six stage framework for the implemen-
tation of Private cloud in the ICTs. The stages were first proposed by Saddharth 
J. (2011) [11] are: Planning and Assessment, Consolidation, Virtualization,  

 

 
Source: Tecno-Pulse (2017). 

Figure 1. Architecture of onsite private cloud. 
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Source: Field work, 2017. 

Figure 2. Framework for private cloud deployment in ICTs. 
 

Migration, Automation and Optimization. Figure 2 shows the Framework for a 
Private Cloud Deployment in the ICT Centres of Tertiary Institutions. 

3.3.1. Planning and Assessment Stage 
The first step for an organization going in for a private cloud setup is planning 
and assessment. Here, the enterprise assesses existing infrastructure, people and 
other assets with respect to its IT portfolio. IT assets are benchmarked in terms 
of performance, availability and scalability, so that a cost-benefit analysis can be 
carried out based on the target cloud platform. An ROI model and a high-level 
strategy document should be prepared [11]. This is by far the most important 
stage in any cloud adoption, there should be a team, having the right people in 
place from the very beginning is necessary, because it will save a lot of costly 
mistakes from happening as the journey to the cloud continues [3]. 

3.3.2. Consolidation 
The next step in private cloud setup is consolidation. All avenues for consolida-
tion of IT infrastructure and budgets in the institution should be explored and 
implemented. For instance, if an organization has multiple data centres, like 
multiple campuses with each campus having its own ICT centre, it can consider 
discarding some of them. The institution should then consolidate the data in a 
central location to cater the requirements for the entire region. The central data 
centre must have cloud properties, so that it is robust enough to cater to all the 
data from different regions. 

3.3.3. Virtualization 
After consolidating IT assets, virtualization of IT infrastructure should be care-
fully done. This step in the private cloud setup journey will help optimize con-
solidated infrastructure. Generally, hardware sizing is done with a view to peak 
requirement/usage of that hardware. Institutions should ascertain the extent to 
which hardware is underutilized. For instance, if during assessment it is found 
that only 10% of the overall computing power is being utilized, then ways to 
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utilize the remaining 90% of the capacity must be found. Here, virtualization 
solutions such as VMware, Xen hypervisor or Open Source solution could be 
used. Vendor specific Hypervisors are very much available in the market but 
they are very, very expensive. By doing this, the institution can maximize the 
usage of the IT infrastructure and exploit underutilized resources on the way to 
private cloud setup. 

3.3.4. Migration 
In migration, two key issues are raised. Application standardization-Once the 
infrastructure is virtualized and the ICT centre consolidated, consider applica-
tion migration. Applications are assessed from a functional and non-functional 
perspective and accordingly selected or rejected for migration to the cloud. Ap-
plication architecture standardization is an important factor. This involves 
building standard reference architecture, comparing it with the current applica-
tion architecture, and establishing the gap between the two. Any anomalies have 
to be eliminated at this stage, modifying the applications as required, to conform 
to the reference cloud architecture. 

Application performance-On a virtualized cloud platform there are certain 
qualities that are expected from applications. Let’s assume the application ac-
cesses a file using a specific URL and a specific path. The cloud has no standard 
specific location of files because if the machine goes down, the file is lost and the 
application too goes down. On a cloud platform you cannot expect the applica-
tion to access the file using a uniform path, when the same file can be located in 
multiple places on the cloud. Thus the application needs to be modified such 
that it doesn’t expect the file to be in a specific location. The migration toward 
cloud should not be done all at once, as much as the cloud offers cost savings, 
increased agility and efficiency caution should be taken and the movement 
gradual with low risks applications going first [3]. 

3.3.5. Automation 
The next step in the private cloud setup journey is automation, wherein qualities 
such as self-provisioning are incorporated in applications. For instance, if load 
on an application unexpectedly increases while it is running, a traditional envi-
ronment would demand procurement of a new server, installation of the appli-
cation and connection to the network, for the additional load to be handled. 
However in a private cloud setup, the application should have the self-scaling 
capacity to form a new virtual machine (VM), install itself in the virtual envi-
ronment and commence servicing the new request. 

Automation could also be carried out with respect to management and moni-
toring. In case a machine is down, an alert can go out automatically to the ad-
ministrator. Ideally, without manual intervention, the cloud could create a new 
instance on its own and start the application as required. Automation built into 
applications thus enables self-healing and scaling. 
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3.3.6. Optimization 
The move to a private cloud setup is invariably prompted by potential cost and 
performance benefits. The final, optimization stage involves scrutiny of the met-
rics. After three months of running the applications on the private cloud setup, 
observe the metrics generated and evaluate whether targets are being met. Based 
on this analysis, modifications can be incorporated to attain the maximum bene-
fit. This is the highest maturity level of the private cloud setup journey. 

4. Conclusion and Recommendation 

This paper presents a conceptual framework towards actualizing a private cloud 
infrastructure deployable in the ICT centres of the University and indeed other 
Tertiary institutions. The most critical stage is the Planning and assessment 
stage, getting the right team and adequate planning can make or mar the process 
of deploying an on-premises private cloud infrastructure. There are many ven-
dors offering different flavours of private cloud deployments for different pur-
poses, ICT centres are not IT organizations per say, there decisions are left for 
management to accept or not, more researches are needed to discuss how these 
private clouds offered by these vendors fit into the needs of the ICT centres and 
at what cost. 
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